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FREE FINANCE STANDS BY MARCH, 1940, DECLARATION

DE GAULLE WELCOMES ANGLO-SOVIET ALLIANCE

Speaking at the Albert Hall this evening, at a meeting organised by the

"Francais de Grande Bretagne” on the occasion of the second anniversary of the

appeal to Frenchmen to fight on in spite of the Armistice, General de Gaulle said

that events both inside and outside France had proved that this appeal had found an

echo in the hearts of all the French people.

"We have never admitted that France is out of the war," he pointed out......

"To us, the decision taken in the name of France by those who had authority to do so

and who, at the time, were in a position to choose freely, is still in force.

"This decision was the Franco-British declaration of March 28, 1940, approved

by the French Parliament's vote of confidence, which no lawful government has since

rescinded. To us, France's pledge neither to negotiate nor conclude any armistice

or peace treaty, except in agreement with her allies, and must be

kept...

"For us, it is air right and our obligation not only to oppose the enemy wherever

we can, but also to bring back into the war all French lands and forces, he claim

to be nothing more than Frenchmen fighting to save their country...

"Then, two years ago, in the darkness of incertitude, we hurled ourselves

defiantly into the fulfilment of our national mission, we had to make three acts of

faith.

"Firstly, we had to put our trust in Great Britain's ability to resist - for she

stood alone and almost unarmed before the onslaught of Germany and Italy, thenat the

zenith of their might.

"Then, we had to believe that the enemy's ambitions would necessarily bring two

other great powers into the war: Soviet Russia and the United States, without which

no decisive success could, be imagined.

"Finally, we had to be certain that the French people would not accept defeat and

that, despite the German yoke and Vichy's anaesthetic, they would rise again one day
to finish the war in victory."

Referring to underground organisations of resistance in France, General de Gaulle

added:

"We openly send brotherly greetings to our valiant comrades in France, to

'Liberation', 'Combat', 'Verit e', 'Franc-Tireur', 'Liberation Rationale' and others,
to our dear friends working tirelessly in the trade-unions, our university resistance

groups, to all their leaders and all their supporters."

General de Gaulle then turned to the future of France.

"How could a great nation, which must remain great for its own sake as well as

for the sake of others, remain if it were to fall completely? How and around

what could it rebuild its unity, if its fighting sons were not the symbol of its honour,

the source of its courage and the centre of its hopes?

"If this war were to end in the triumph of the enemy, then all we have done would

have but the value of a gesture and would only serve to adorn the agony of a great

nation with a last ray of beauty. But, if the defenders of liberty meet with success,

it is easy to imagine the future of the French people if, forced by their unworthy

leaders to remain shamefully neutralised, they saw the war finish for then without

rights, without glory, and without laurels.

"Discontented with themselves, and consequently with others, incensed at having
suffered so ranch without either honour or profit, humiliated by a victory in which they

have taken no part, into what disunity, anarchy and hatred of their neighbours would

they not relapse?

Now, national unity is only to ho found in combat, in self-respect and in victory,
and for us, who have chosen combat, self-respect and victory, our first aim is to

reconstruct national unity by fighting for it. /"If
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"If war does not permit nations to ignore their solidarity, peace frill

obviously demand no less. To rebuild the -world, suddenly become so troubled, con-

fused and small, the nations who united to spill blood frill have to remain united

in the service of life. Indeed, the establishment of international solidarity based

on real and practical grounds and inspired by the eternal principles of the human

ideal, represent for Fighting France a clear and definite aim.

"That is why, in the material field, we greet the alliance recently concluded

between two great European powers, Soviet Russia and Greed Britain, because such

an alliance, while being prejudicial to none of the states on the side of freedom,
constitutes a vital element by which Europe contributed to the common war effort

and the peace to follow. That is why, in the spiritual field, we adopt the programme

of the four human liberties put forward by the President of the U.S. to the peoples
of the world as a compensation for their sufferings and an object for their hopes.

"For it is a fact that, rather than a war of States, this war is one of men, or,

as has recently been said by Mr. Henry Wallace, 'the war of the common man'. Indeed

it is the man, it is the woman, who have been asked to give everything for victory.

Therefore the triumph must also be theirs.

"For France, where disaster, treason and wait-and-see policy have disqualified
most of those holding positions of leadership or privilege and where, in contrast,
the great masses of the people remain most gallant - France could never allow a social

and moral regime which acted against the nation to remain standing after her terrible

ordeal.

"Fighting France intends that victory shall benefit all her children. Fighting

France desires that freedom, security and social dignity be assured and guaranteed to

all Frenchmen, when she recovers her independence, security and national grandeur.

"Yes, for two years the waves have not ceased to batter Fighting France. At home

oppression, propaganda and misery have combined in an attempt to subdue her. Abroad,

she has had to overcome numberless material and moral difficulties. Yet invincibly

Fighting France emerges from the seas. Then a ray of her reborn glory came to rest

upon her wounded soldiers at Bir Hakeim, the whole world recognised France."
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